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Case Study: Simplot John West Australia 

 

 

This case study is based on an interview with Phoebe Dowling, Head of Sustainability, and Tom Peek, Marketing 

Manager Seafood, at John West Australia, along with publicly available information. The information in this case study 

does not necessarily reflect the views of UNEP, WWF or GlobeScan but aims to highlight and explain the approach of 

John West Australia in communicating food sustainability to consumers.   

 

John West Australia, a seafood brand and processing company, is owned by Simplot, which purchased the business 

from Unilever Australasia in 2003. John West Australia is a national leader in the seafood space - 91% of Australians 

are familiar with the brand, which sells over 80 million cans of seafood per year, representing about 1 in every 3 cans 

of seafood sold in Australian supermarkets. 

 

Objectives  
 

John West Australia aims to put sustainable and responsible seafood sourcing at the heart of the John West brand and 

seeks to position itself as an expert in high quality, responsibly sourced seafood. The company believes its aspiration 

to lead on sustainability will drive purchase intent, especially with young shoppers, and build brand loyalty by giving 

consumers a reason to choose John West products over the competition. 

 

Approach 
 

Scope and Labels  

 

The focus of John West Australia’s sustainability communications is on its responsibly sourced seafood.  

 

John West Australia uses several labels on its seafood products including the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) 

certification, a Dolphin Safe label, the logo of a key supplier Pacifical, as well as its own “Our Ocean Forever” label     , 

sometimes displaying more than one label on a product.  

 

The primary food labelling certification focus for John West Australia is the MSC label as, according to the company, it 

offers the best standard in seafood sustainability and aligns with the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the 



 

 

United Nations’ principles. John West Australia finds MSC to be the most recognized seafood sustainability ecolabel for 

wild-caught species in Australia. Currently, 84% of John West Australia products are MSC certified. 

 

John West Australia products are also accredited by the Earth Island Institute Dolphin Safe International Monitoring 

Program, with the Dolphin Safe accreditation logo displayed on its products. The company uses the 'Dolphin Safe' label 

on its products both to support sustainability practises within the fishing industry and respond to consumer concerns 

and interests relating to dolphins. 

 

Furthermore, John West Australia chooses to include the logo of its partner Pacifical, a joint venture of cooperating 

island nations in the Western and Central Pacific that are committed to sustainably sourced and traceable tuna. 

Displaying the Pacifical logo is unique to John West in the Australian market and helps to differentiate John West 

Australia from other brands that are also carrying more well-known certifications, like MSC. 

 

In addition to these third-party certifications and logos, John West Australia also displays its own Our Oceans Forever 

logo. This label was designed as an “umbrella label” to capture and share all of the work that John West does in the 

sustainability space in Australia and the Pacific region.  

 

Channels  

 

John West Australia utilises a wide range of communication channels, including packaging, in-store displays, paid media 

– on TV and owned media channels – social media and websites, with the intention to create a consistent consumer 

experience. John West describes its communication strategy as taking a strong “path to purchase” approach. This may 

include, for example, a YouTube advertisement celebrating the 10-year partnership of John West Australia with WWF, 

a sponsored advert on a food blog about choices that make a difference, or the MSC logo on product packaging. The 

aim is to communicate the same clear and strong sustainability message while meeting the consumers where they are.  

 

Different channels allow John West Australia to reach different audiences. For example, TV advertising helps boost 

mass awareness, while social media channels allow for more meaningful conversations with more engaged consumers. 

This ‘meaningful conversation’ is only possible if the brand already has mass awareness, so these channels are mutually 

supporting rather than independent of one another. 

 

For those engaged consumers who are interested in learning more detail, John West Australia is piloting two new 

programmes to share this information: 

 

● During the course of 2022 and 2023, John West Australia is piloting a project internally looking at how it could 

best bring more information to shoppers to understand next-level, in-depth information about where and how its 

fish are caught. This project will leverage technologies like QR codes and similar technology to make it easier 

for interested consumers to trace their seafood back to the source. 

● In addition, John West Australia is part of an external pilot of a start-up digital platform called “Sustainable 

Choice”. The platform is designed to showcase to consumers sustainable product options offered by a variety 

of brands and to be a location where environmentally conscious consumers can find information in one place 

to help them with their brand choices. John West Australia is one of the founding members and its products are 

due for listing on the platform later in 2022.  

John West Australia expects consumer demand for sustainable seafood to increase in the future. Technology such as 

QR codes and blockchain may help enable this by providing new communication channels to layer additional 

sustainability information for more engaged consumers.  

Messages 

 

John West Australia has found that the most impactful messages use a combination of emotional storytelling, backed 

up by evidence, while keeping sustainability language clear, simple and precise. John West’s “Our Oceans Forever” 

label uses forward-looking wording and the use of “Our” suggests a sense of collective action, implying that consumers 

are part of the solution alongside John West Australia and its partners.  

 

The company works on a wide range of sustainability initiatives and has to prioritise what to communicate to the 

consumer, especially given the limited space on a can of tuna for additional messaging. This prioritisation is based on 

https://dolphinsafe.earthislandph.org/#page-top
https://dolphinsafe.earthislandph.org/#page-top
https://www.pacifical.com/
https://johnwest.com.au/sustainability/


 

 

John West Australia’s assessment of how important the message is to the consumer, how it aligns with the values of 

the John West brand and the story that the brand wants to tell about the product.  

 

 

 

 

 

Measuring Success  
 

In 2016, John West Australia announced it was the first brand to certify 100% of their Skipjack Tuna products with MSC. 

In 2018, WWF reported that, since this announcement, John West Australia had sold more than 80 million cans of John 

West brand MSC-certified tuna. 

 

John West Australia has conducted ad tracking of its most recent sustainability campaign, which reportedly indicated a 

positive consumer response including above average scores on comprehension, relevancy, and believability. 83% of 

respondents said that the recent campaign made them feel more positively towards the John West brand and 81% said 

that it made them more likely to consider buying the John West brand in the future (these data points are from a study 

was conducted in 2021 among a consumer sample of n=252). 

 

Furthermore, John West Australia’s regular Brand Health consumer tracker study finds that the company is rated as the 

top Australian canned seafood brand for “cares about sustainability” (47% versus 27% for the next highest rated brand). 

 
 

Challenges   
 

Consumers are bombarded with hundreds of marketing messages every day. To combat this, John West Australia has 

adopted the position that, while sustainability is a complex issue with lots of dimensions, its messaging should be as 

clear, simple and easy to comprehend as possible. This is balanced with the need to cater to different consumer 

information expectations. Some consumers are content to rely on the MSC label, which is enough information for them 

as a trusted indicator of sustainability, while others want to dig into the details and ensure that the information shared 

by a brand goes beyond marketing.  

 

Additionally, canned seafood packaging offers very little space so when talking about sustainability on the pack, every 

label and message needs to be carefully selected. As there are currently a number of labels and logos on their packaging, 

John West is working to review this and decide how best to communicate product sustainability on the package and 

what is best communicated off-pack through other channels, such as QR codes or the website. 

 

Another challenge that John West Australia has faced is the rapidly evolving space of sustainability. Consumers claim 

to care more and say they want to know more about the sustainability of the food they buy, with an interest in an 

increasing number of topics, like the impact of practices on climate change, packaging impacts, and human rights. As 

such, John West monitors consumer interest in different issues through its consumer research and is careful about its 

terminology, aiming to use accurate language, for example the use of ‘sustainable’ versus ‘responsible’.  

 
 

Guidelines  
 

John West Australia has a formal approval process through which sustainability messages are shared with different 

stakeholders in the business, including the legal team, to approve communications before being shared externally, to 

ensure credibility.  

 

 

Looking Ahead 

John West Australia expects consumer demand for sustainable seafood to increase in the future, continuing to put 
pressure on the entire industry. The company is seeing a trend towards greater transparency on where and how its food 



 

 

products are sourced and made. Technology such as QR codes and block chain may help enable this by providing new 
communication channels to layer additional sustainability information for more engaged consumers. John West also 
notes the increasing interest among consumers in the carbon footprint of products and this may be something for the 
company to consider in the future. 

 

 

 


